American Enterprise Institute Summer Honors Program
Weak-strong thesis workshop in Washington, D.C.

Scholars:
- Bailey Hardt — Sociology, Political Science, SC
- Emily Rubio — Journalism, History, SC

Amgen Scholars Summer Research Program in Science and Biotechnology
Provides research experience at leading research institutions

Scholar:
- Charlotte Pollock — Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, SC

Boren Undergraduate Scholarship
Supports students seeking to study a less-commonly taught language abroad

Scholar:
- Carlos Sanchez Julia — Sophomore, International Studies & Economics, SC (Brazil)

Congress-Bundestag Youth Exchange for Young Professionals
Offers a year of language immersion, academic study and internship in Germany

Scholar:
- Genefrede Hollenbach — Senior, International Business & Finance, MA

Critical Language Scholarship—US Department of State
Awards for intensive summer overseas language programs

Scholar:
- Lauren Davis — Junior, International Business & Economics, SC (Azerbaijani)

DOD National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowships
Fulfills funding for 3 years of PhD study relevant to DOD interests

Scholar:
- Jared Cronin — PhD, Electrical Engineering, VA

Ford Foundation Pre-Doctoral Fellowship
$27,000 for individuals engaged in graduate study leading to a PhD or同等

Honorable Mention:
- Jordan Davis — PhD, Anthropology, SC

Freeman-ASIA Scholarship
Up to $7,000 for students to study abroad in East or Southeast Asia

Scholar:
- Chloe Penador — Sophomore, Visual Communications, SC

Fulbright UK Summer Institutes
Academic and cultural program for students with limited abroad experience

Scholar:
- Richard Holmberg, Jr. — Sophomore, Interdisciplinary Studies, IL

Fulbright US Student Program Grant
Grants for one year of research, study or teaching abroad in non-English speaking countries

Scholar:
- Genevieve Holtenbach — Senior, International Business & Finance, MA (Mexico)

Fordham University Student Scholarships
Recognizes outstanding members of Tau Beta Pi engineering honor society

Scholar:
- Jared Cronin — PhD, Electrical Engineering, VA

Honorable Mention:
- Akela Crockett — PhD, Biomedical Science, MO

Hugh Moore — PhD, Biological Sciences, FL

Joseph Keck — PhD, Biological Sciences, TN

Abigail Kressel — PhD, Marine Science, IL

Lauren Puleo — MS, Biological Sciences, FL

Sarah Stone — MS, Biological Sciences, FL

Public Policy & International Affairs Junior Summer Institute
Summer program for college juniors in public service and international affairs

Scholar:
- Blake Gibbons — Junior, Geography & Political Science, SC

Project Global Officer
DoD funded critical language education for ROTC students

Scholar:
- Toreiro Consello — Sophomore, Chemical Engineering, NY

Samuel Raymo — Sophomore, International Studies, NJ

Rotary Global Grant
Up to $50,000 for graduate study abroad in one of Rotary’s seven areas of focus

Scholar:
- Clara Stainer — Senior, Political Sciences, TN (Thailand)

Taur Bata Phi Scholarship
Recognizes outstanding members of Taur Bata Phi engineering honor society

Scholar:
- Hunter Core — MS, Biomedical Science, SC

Justin Legg — Senior, Biomedical Engineering, PA

Trigg Polant — 2021 Grad, Civil Engineering, SC

Science, Mathematics and Research for Transformation (SMART) Scholarship
$18,000 fellowship award for those in a STEM or Social Science field

Scholar:
- Avery Cronin — Sophomore, Computer Science, VA

South Carolina Space Grant Consortium
Supports student research at a range of NASA centers

Scholar:
- Phoebe Jackson — Senior, International Business & Economics, SC

Bonnier Foundation-ASIA Scholarship
Up to $7,000 for undergraduates planning a research career in mathematics, natural sciences or engineering

Scholar:
- Kristen Fisher — Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, SC

 Han Lee — Senior, Mathematics & Biological Sciences, SC

NOAA Hollings Scholarship
$26,000 to college students in majors supporting NOAA programs

Scholar:
- Haley Durbin — Sophomore, Marine Science, OH

Bar Eliot — Sophomore, BSRSC, GA

Sandra Simmons — Sophomore, Marine Science, TN

Weston Watts, Jr. — Sophomore, Mathematics & Economics, SC

Jannine WR — Sophomore, Marine Science, SC

Knowledge Teaching Fellowship
Grant to support innovative teaching development in STEM

Scholar:
- Lauren Swed — MT, Secondary Education, SC

Margaret A. Patrick & W. Don Welch International Trade Scholarship
For rising juniors and seniors at SC institutions majoring in international trade, supply chain management or business

Scholar:
- Anna Dowling — Senior, International Business & Operations/Supply Chain, SC (Abigail Galgau — Senior, Operations/Supply Chain & Marketing, NC)

Mallor Tait — Senior, International Business & Finance, SC

Mayo Clinic Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship
Fulfills research experience for undergraduates in science

Scholar:
- Emma Mason — Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, GA

National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship Research
Three-year annual stipend of $34,000, plus $12,000 cost of education allowance for tuition and fees, for students pursuing graduate education

Scholar:
- Christopher Carter — 2021 Grad, Mechanical Engineering, NC

D機 Bobbiat — Senior, Biological Sciences & Computer Science, SC

Sarah Stone — Senior, Marine Science, IL

Daedalus Undergraduate Research Fellowship
10-week research experience for undergraduates in science

Scholar:
- Sydney Hampton — Senior, Psychology, SC

Anne Tumlin — Junior, Computer Science, TN (South Korea)

US Teaching Assistantships in Austria
One or two-year teaching English in Austrian secondary schools

Scholar (Declined):
- Caroline Favret — Senior, International Business & Economics, OH